**Prices are rough estimates and subject to change, depending on the types of flowers, season, individual sizes, and overall package size. Best is to schedule a consultation, discuss the vision and look at photo ideas together, and receive a customized and itemized quote.**

**BRIDAL PARTY**

- Bridal bouquet $350
- Bridesmaid bouquet $100
- Boutonniere $25
- Corsage $50
- Flower girl crown $50
- Flower girl basket with tossing petals $50
- Ring bearer floral box $50
- Floral dog collar $75

**CEREMONY**

- Altar installation $550 – 2500+
- Freestanding floral pillars $900+ each
- Floral ground nest $1000+
- Aisle arrangements $75
- Head of aisle florals $225

**RECEPTION**

- Sweetheart table arrangement $225
- Guest table centerpiece $65-250
- Lush greenery garland (6’) $150
- Cake florals $30+
- Signage florals $75+